Because the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) 
Introduction
With the rapid development of integrated circuit, sensor and wireless network technology, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are more and more concerned by all the countries in the world. Wireless sensor network is mainly composed of the sensor node, the sink node and monitoring center, has the information processing and information communication function. Obtain accurate location information of sensor nodes and transmit them to the control center, is critical for WSN. According to whether need ranging, positioning algorithms are divided into range based localization algorithm (Range-based) and range free localization algorithm (Range-free). The Range-based algorithm measures distance or range parameters of unknown node to locate. It has the advantage of high positioning accuracy, but requires additional hardware support. The Range-free algorithm only depends on the connectivity of the network to achieve the positioning. Compared with the Range-based algorithm, this algorithm has the relatively small power consumption, and the positioning accuracy is lower than the former calculation. Because the above two types of localization algorithms have advantages and disadvantages, people care about energy consumption and precision positioning and hope to get the best service at minimum cost.
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) location algorithm is a range based localization algorithm. It uses the relationship between communication distances and the received signal strength, to calculate the coordinates of unknown nodes. The cost of RSSI location algorithm is low, so the application is very extensive. At present, this algorithm has some shortcomings, for example, the measured position error is larger under different environment. Now, a lot of scholars and experts study the RSSI algorithm. S. Elango et al presented a low cost ZigBee based WSN implementation for indoor position monitoring in a home automation application. The real-time knowledge of the location of personnel, assets, and portable instruments can increase home automation control efficiency [1] . José Antonio Gómez Martin et al presented a research and a development of a fingerprint-indoor-positioning system using the Received Signal Strength Indication of a Wireless Sensor Network [2] . In this study, Institute for Broadband Technology real-life test bed and  present an automated method to optimize and calibrate the experimental data before offering them to a positioning engine. In a preprocessing localization step, they introduce a new method to provide bounds for the range, thereby further improving the accuracy of our simple and fast 2D localization algorithm based on corrected distance circles [3] . Byoungsu Lee and Seungwoo Kim developed the design technology of a sensing platform for the HWR to perform a role of both health and life care in an aging society. A fusion algorithm using RSSI and trilateration is also proposed for the agile self-localization [4] . Gaddi Blumrosen et al proposed a new tracking system based on exploitation of Received Signal Strength Indicator measurements in WSN. The system is evaluated in indoor conditions and achieves tracking resolution of a few centimeters which is compatible with theoretical bounds [5] . A.LAKSHMI et al proposed novel energy efficient algorithm FDPCA for Wireless Sensor Networks. Parameters like End to End Delay and Received Signal Strength Indicator are considered for exercising the influence on transmit power. The proposed algorithm can effectively save energy without degrading the throughput of the network and reduce the energy consumption of the network [6] .Those documents put forward the improvement measures of the RSSI algorithm, but these methods can only reduce the effects of transient disturbance. Moreover, the positioning accuracy is not high, the efficiency is low.
Aiming at these problems, based on the analysis of the traditional RSSI positioning algorithm, this paper proposes RSSI node localization algorithm based on constraint particle swarm optimization. Because the particle swarm optimization algorithm can iterative search the optimal solution, it is used to find neighboring nodes set of the unknown node, which meet certain conditions or threshold. The nodes in the set are used to assist localization of unknown node. Select a node in the set as the reference node, other nodes in the set are used to measure its location by the RSSI algorithm. Comparison of actual coordinate reference node, the error value is written down. By using the same method, the coordinates of unknown node is calculated. Then, the error values of reference node are used to modify coordinates of the unknown node. When all the nodes in the set perform the operation, the coordinates of unknown node are calculated by using statistical method. The algorithm does not need additional hardware, due to the introduction of particle swarm algorithm, improves the efficiency and accuracy of positioning. The simulation results show that the PSO-RSSI algorithm is more accurate, and it has less error and better performance.
The Algorithm Model 2.1. Particle swarm optimization algorithm
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a kind of evolutionary algorithm for global optimization. Inspired by the birds of prey behavior, Dr R.Eberhart and Dr J.Kennedy proposed the algorithm. In the optimization problem and nonlinear processing combination optimization problem, particle swarm optimization algorithm has very good effect [7] - [9] .
The principle of particle swarm optimization algorithm
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a stochastic particle swarm, and each particle in the particles population finds its optimal solution by iteration method process. Assume that in a D target search space, a community composed of M particles. D dimensional vector said one of the particles. As shown in equation (1).
x i said target location of the particle i in the D dimension search space. In the D dimension search space, each particle position is a potential solution, also may be the optimal solution.
Through put x i into the objective function, the adaptation values can be calculated, and measure the merits of x i by the fitness value. Assuming v i =( v i1 , v i2 …v iD ) is the speed of particle i. p i =( p i1 , p i2 …p iD ) is the optimal position of the particle i. p g =( p g1 , p g2 …p gD ) is the best position of particle swarm so far to search. Particle swarm optimization algorithm usually adopts the following two formulas: 
(1) c 1 , c 2 is called learning factor. In most cases, c1=c2=2. The best range is from 0 to 4, and the effect more than 4 or less than 0 optimization algorithms is not very good. Learning factors is used to guide and promote the optimal particle to the optimal value and the entire population of all particles [10, 11] .
(2) r 1 , r 2 is a number of random distribution value from 0 to 1.
Process of particle swarm optimization algorithm
The standard particle swarm optimization procedure is as follows:
Step 1 : Initialize the particle population.
Step 2 : Adaptive value of each particle is calculated.
Step 3 : According to the value of each particle calculated in Step 2, their individual optimal solution is updated. At the same time, the optimal solution of group is found, and the index value is stored.
Step 4 : Using the formula (2) and formula (3), speed and position of each particle are recalculated.
Step 5 : Judge whether the fitness value reaches the predetermined requirements or the maximum number of iterations is reached, if met, then end the iteration. Otherwise,
Step 2 is turned.
The maximum likelihood estimation method
Suppose node p 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), p 2 (x 2 , y 2 ), p 3 (x 3 , y 3 )…p n (x n , y n ) is the anchor node. M(x, y) is the unknown node. d 1 , d 2 , d 3 …d n is expressed as the distance between anchor node and the unknown node M. According to the geometric knowledge, the following equation formula can be obtained.
In the formula (4), the first equations, the second equations...the n-1 equations sequentially minus the n equations, draw the following equation formula.
The equation, X= (A T A) -1 A T b, is draw. According to this equation, the unknown node location of M can be calculated. 2  2  2  2  2  2  1  n  1  n  1  n   2  2  2  2  2  2  n-1 n n-1 n n-1 n ...
3. The Design of Algorithm 3.1. The idea of algorithm (1) RSSI values of all nodes in WSN are collected, and the RSSI values are converted to the distance With the increase of distance, wireless signal will be regularly attenuated. This attenuation has great influence on the positioning accuracy of RSSI. So we should choose a suitable attenuation model of wireless signal. The commonly used wireless channel propagation attenuation model includes Free Space Propagation Model (Free-Space Model) and Logdistance Distribution Model [12] , [13] .
The Free-Space model is shown in formula (8):
Wherein, Loss represents the channel attenuation (unit: dB), d said the distance between the test point and source distance (unit: km), f represents the signal frequency (unit: MHz), k said attenuation factor.
Because of the signal interference and the obstacle factors, the Log-distance Distribution model is often used to determine the relationship between signal strength and distance. The Log-distance Distribution model is shown in formula (9):
In formula (9), d represents the distance between the current node and the source node. PL(d) is the path loss at the receiving node. Xσ said Gauss distributed random variables, the average value of which is 0. The range of it is 4~10. k represents the attenuation factor, in different circumstances, its value is different, which range is 2~5.
Generally, known transmit node's signal strength, the receiving node's signal strength and the gain of the antenna, using formula (10) can get the channel attenuation value.
In formula (10) (2) The introduction of particle swarm optimization algorithm Particle swarm algorithm is a process of finding the particles optimal solution through constant iterations. The current optimal values are used to find the global optimum. Based on the particle swarm algorithm, the anchor nodes are obtained, which are near around the unknown node. These anchor nodes form a set. Because the nodes in WSN are random release, this will cause some particles random moving around, not to get the fastest way to find optimal solution. In order to avoid the occurrence of such a situation, restrictive conditions are added, and the course of finding the optimal solution is improved. In the comparison process, the improved method releases the nodes which are far from the optimal solution. By reducing the times of comparison, the iterative amount is reduced [14] - [16] .
Specific steps are as follows:
Step l: initialization parameters of PSO.
Step 2: Get the particle swarm function equation: 
Among them,
Step 3: Comparison of the calculated particle solution with the respective optimal solutions, the best solution is found. By comparison, better value are updated and replaced. Save the current best value of the optimal traversal, continue to repeat, the global optimal solution are found in the whole population.
Step 4: When the condition is reached (arrived at the threshold or the traversal is completed), the algorithm is end. All solutions are sorted, and the optimal approaching node set is obtained.
(3) Calculating the coordinates of the unknown node
Each anchor node of the set is taken out, and its positioning is measured by other anchor nodes in the set. Then, the maximum likelihood method is used to calculate the coordinates of the anchor node. Comparison with the actual coordinates, the error value is obtained. The unknown node is located by using the same method, the coordinate value is obtained. According to the error value of anchor nodes, the obtained coordinates of unknown node are corrected. This recursion, all the elements in the set performs the same operation, until the elements in the collection traversal is completed. Finally, the method of statistics is used to calculate the final coordinates of the unknown node [17] - [19] .
The algorithm implementation process
Based on the above proposed algorithms, the implementation steps are as follows:
Step 1: Anchor nodes periodically send its information to other node within the communication scope. This information includes ID number, Coordinate position information and so on. Each node spreads in turn.
Step 2: According to different anchor nodes, the unknown node classifies the received information. When the received signal exceeds a certain threshold, the average value of same anchor node RSSI is calculated.
Step 3: According to RSSI from strong to weak order, the mapping of RSSI value and the distance between unknown node and the anchor node is established. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to derive a set of anchor nodes adjacent to the unknown node.
The anchor node set: B_set = {b 1 , b 2 , …, b m }
Step 4: Select an anchor node in the set, the distance is measured by the other elements in the set. Then, the maximum likelihood method is used to calculate its coordinates (x i , y i ). Compared with the actual coordinates (x ri , y ri ), obtained the error value △x i (△x i =x ri -x i ), △y i (△y i =y ri -y i ).
Step 5: The coordinates of the unknown node are obtained by the same method, expressed as: (x, y). According to the error value from step 4, the coordinate (x, y) is corrected. Then, the coordinates is obtained, expressed as: (x ui , y ui ). Among them, x ui =x+△x i ，y ui =y+△y i .
Step 6: Another element in the set is taken to do step (4), until a collection iterates over.
Step 7: According to the obtained coordinate value of the unknown node, the method of statistics is used to calculate the finally coordinate value of it. The coordinates of the unknown node is expressed as the average value.
The Simulation Results and Analysis
Based on conventional RSSI algorithm, this paper proposes a RSSI node localization algorithm based on constraint particle swarm optimization. In order to verify the performance of the new algorithm, simulation experiment uses the MATLAB2012, which provides wireless sensor network simulation environment for the simulation experiments to help better analysis results. 
The algorithm implementation process
In order to better test the performance of the new algorithm, in the simulation of the actual environment, wireless sensor network nodes randomly deployed in a network region [20] , [21] .
The experimental parameter settings are as follows:
(1) The range of measured region: the square area of 100m * 100m (2) The total number of nodes is 100. Among them, the anchor nodes are respectively  10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 , and 50. The positions of the unknown nodes are randomly generated by MATLAB 2012. The simulation runs 100 times.
(3) Communication radius: Communication radius of node is 10-100m; the starting value is set 50m.
(4) The simulation experiment using the shadowing model which has reference distance d 0 =1 and P (d 0 ) = -40.
(5) Gaussian distribution variance x σ =2. All the simulation data are average values, obtained through many simulations. Node relative positioning error can be represented by the deviation of estimating the position and the actual location. As shown in formula (12):
Among them, (x r , y r ) said the actual node position information, (x e , y e ) represents the estimated node position information, R said node communication radius.
The average localization error rate is expressed as all nodes average error rate. As shown in formula (13):
Among them, n represents the numbers of unknown nodes, δ said network average localization error rate.
Influencing Factors
The performances of two algorithms on the location error are observed through number of anchor nodes, total number of nodes and communication radius. In order to improve the simulation accuracy, this paper uses statistical methods. The following are 100 measurement results.
(1) Effects of number of anchor nodes on positioning precision Through changing the number of anchor nodes, the different effects of two kinds of algorithm about positioning error can be observed. The anchor node number changes from 10 to 50, and each increase of 5. Compared the error rate of the two algorithms, the result is as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows that, in the whole wireless sensor network, the total number of nodes are fixed, the change of anchor nodes have certain degree of influence on the positioning error. Overall, with the increase in the number of anchor nodes, the positioning accuracy of the traditional RSSI algorithm and the PSO-RSSI algorithm corresponding increase, and the error is reduced. Comparing the two curves in the Figure 1 , in the process of increased from 10 to 50 anchor nodes, the PSO-RSSI algorithm is better than the orientation of the common RSSI algorithm with high accuracy and low error. This show that the PSO-RSSI algorithm improves positioning accuracy, reduce the positioning error function.
But more than a certain range, this setting is not too large role. This shows that positioning error change is not obvious, when anchor nodes are added to a certain number. This time, location error is not reducing by simply increasing the number of anchor nodes.
(2) Effects of total number of nodes on positioning precision
In the condition of unchanged of the anchor nodes proportion and the total number of nodes increases, the performance of the two algorithms performance are as shown in Figure 2 . With the number of nodes increases, it is can be seen from the Figure 2 that the positioning errors of the two algorithms show a downward trend. Under the same conditions, the average positioning error of PSO-RSSI algorithm is far less than the original RSSI algorithm. With the increase of the number of nodes, node distribution is more uniform and reasonable, which reduces the influence on the accuracy of positioning. The greater the radius of communication nodes, covering more anchor nodes, and vice versa. Therefore, by changing the radius of communication, its effect is observed on the algorithm of average positioning error. In this experiment, the number of anchor nodes is a fixed value of 20, the other parameters are constant, and the communication radius is the only change quantity. Communication radius from 20m according to 5m each step until the communication radius of 50m, the effect of node communication radius on the algorithm of error is observed. The result is shown in Figure 3 . It is shown that the communication radius is too large or too small will affect the positioning error. When communication radius is 35 meters, the positioning error is smallest. Therefore, according to the situation in practical application, the appropriate sensors are selected. Under the same conditions, the average localization error of the PSO-RSSI algorithm is significantly less than the RSSI algorithm, the positioning accuracy is significantly improved. This shows that the new algorithm has better performance.
To sum up, by changing number of anchor nodes, total number of nodes and communication radius, performance of PSO-RSSI algorithm is better than the original RSSI algorithm.
Conclusion
Due to the influence of environment, the traditional RSSI method of positioning error is larger. Because only consider a single reference node, the reference node decide the coordinate of unknown nodes is too large. In order to solve this problem, this paper has proposed RSSI node localization algorithm based on constraint particle swarm optimization. The algorithm is mainly manifested in using the reference nodes to modify the location of the unknown node. Particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to select anchor nodes set near the unknown node. Then the maximum likelihood method is used to locate the node, and correct the measured coordinates. Each reference node in the set can affect the coordinates of the unknown node. Thus, the influence of random factors on node positioning is reduced. Simulation results show that the PSO-RSSI algorithm is indeed better than the original algorithm, reduces the positioning error and improves the positioning accuracy. 
